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GOLDEN RULES FOR TRADER

Always Remember “Trading is a simple process, but not easy”
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1.NO TRADING WITH BORROWED
CAPITAL

                                       

2.HOW MUCH WE SHOULD
INVEST

Risk Only What You Can Afford to Lose.Invest only 1 TO 10 % of your total idle/SPARE
money .Rest keep safe in Fixed Deposit.
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3.DO NOT INVEST ALL YOUR
MONEY IN ONE STOCK

Always try to build a portfolio.

                                     

4.AVOID SPECULATION
Don’t buy or sell without any reason.Avoid RUMORS/guesses/NEVER BUY SELL BE-
FORE ANY EVENT.Let the event happen.If the event is good Buy and If Bad Sell.Never
Trade In Doubt. When in doubt the best thing to do is 'Get Out', and don't 'Get In' when in
doubt.Simply put, when in doubt prefer staying at home and enjoy the company of your
loved ones.Avoid get rich quick mentality.Never buy or sell just because the price is low
or high.Do not be afraid to buy at high prices and sell at low prices. Do not buy just
because it is a low price & do not sell because it is high.Donot take any position just on
the basis of your speculation before any important events.
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5.INTRA DAY TRADING IS A FULL
TIME JOB

Don’t do it if you can’t stay with the market for the entire day.For intraday you must sit
before tv all the time when you are doing trading.Any breaking news can make or break
your postion.Once I was doing intraday and I was in good profit ..I went for lunch for 15
min...and my all profit position turned into huge loss..reason..Breaking news flased on TV
that India makes a surgical stike on Pakistan....
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6.PRACTICE BEFORE YOU JUMP
IN [PAPER TRADING]

For Intraday atleast you need to practice for 1 year before actual trading.Deliver Based
Trading you can start from Day1.Sit before Television for atleast a month to understand
market fluctuation before actual trading.
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7.NEVER TRADE AGAINST
SECURITY/MARKET TREND

Don't enter a trade if you are unsure of the trend.Do not trade against the trend. If a stock
or the market is trending down and you begin to buy, you are trading 'against' the
market.Don’t fight the market Trend. Always follow market trend.

                            

8.PREFERABLY START TRADING
AROUND 9.30 AM TO KNOW THE

CLEAR MARKET DIRECTION
You can trade in pre market between 9.00am to 9.10am if you are fully efficient.
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9.EXIT FROM A POSITION AS SOON
AS THERE IS TREND REVERSAL

Remember Market Punishes those who do not respect trend reversal & stay in losing trade
.Avoid getting "in wrong" and "out wrong"; or getting "in right" and "out wrong". This is
making a double mistake.

                                   

10.ALWAYS SET YOUR PROFIT AND
LOSS TARGETS

Set Your Profit Target-Never let a profit turn into a loss; Remember daily 1% return
means 300% yearly.If you are earning Re.1 from investing Rs.100 ,book your profit
immediately.Avoid greed.Remember Market Punishes those who do not book profit on
time.ALWAYS USE STOP LOSS.LOSS-Never lose more than 10% of your Capital In-
vestment in Delivery & 2% per day in Intraday.If it happens book your loss.
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11. AVOID EMOTIONS ;RELYING
ON LUCK & GOD

Trade with a calm mind. Use discipline and patience versus emotion and panic.

                                    

Emotion is the enemy when trading. If you don’t change your attitude towards market, you
will get the same results what you are getting now.

       

Luck factor is very less in stock markets. Investing is all about your own strategies, hectic
analysis, patience and the knowledge you have about the company in which you are invest-
ing. When you lose don’t blame it on luck. God will never let ur loss position convert into
profit.Hence donot invole god into ur trading business.
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12.LEARN BEFORE YOU WANT TO
EARN...FIRST LEARNING THEN

EARNING
 Join 10 lecture Online Stock Market Lecture.Open your free demat account.Start invest-
ing  Rs.500 monthly.Join various services like Welome Service;Premium Service ;Call
Put Service.Join our Whatsapp & Telegram Group.
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